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That Maritime Conference ask the General Council 2015 that in the event of 

restructuring according to the parameters outlined in “United In God’s Work”, the 

membership of Order of Ministry personnel be in the Regional Council rather than 

in local communities of faith. 

 

 

Background: 

At present, Order of Ministry personnel -- whether in covenant relationship, retired, or serving in 

other ministries -- are members of Presbytery and therefore Conference. 
 

“United In God’s Work”, however, proposes instead that the membership of Order of Ministry 

personnel be in the local community of faith. Only those for whom this membership derives from 

covenant relationship with the local community of faith would further serve as the Order of 

Ministry representatives to the Regional and Denominational Councils. 
 

This represents a major change in the theological understanding of ordered ministry and in our 

current practice.  
 

Given that our theological understandings of ministry include an ordered minister’s service to, 

responsibility to, and representation of the whole Church, and not only local contexts; 
 

and that our Reformed heritage encourages ordered ministers to be in personal, accountable, and 

supervised relationships with ministry peers and lay people; 
 

and that the continuity of ministry leadership and service are important to the stability and mission 

of The United Church of Canada; 
 

and that lodging ordered ministers’ memberships only in a local context does not support these 

goals;  
 

Therefore, locating the membership of Order of Ministry personnel in the Regional Council in the 

event of restructuring according to the parameters of “United In God’s Work”, would remain 

consistent with our current theology and practice. 

 

Intermediate Court Action: 



Ross Bartlett / Mary White moved that the 90th Annual Meeting of Maritime Conference take no 

action with Proposals #12 entitled “Membership of Order of Ministry Personnel ~ “United In 

God’s Work”” and Proposal #19 entitled “Membership of Ordered Ministry” so we can deal with 

Proposal #17 entitled “An Alternative Structure to the proposed “College” of Ministers”. 

MOTION CARRIED 

 


